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     We entered 2021 with prospects of facing
the year full of possibilities as we started to
adapt to the new normal. As encapsulated by
the theme of this year’s annual report,
“Strengthening Digital Transformation and
Improving Quality Statistics Products and
Services: The Ways to Manage the New
Normal”, we embark on the challenge of
integrating advanced digital technologies in
providing quality statistics and efficient
services, accelerating our shift towards digital
adoption and innovation and strengthening
policy-making and service delivery. 

   In this annual report, PSA Siquijor Provincial
Statistical Office reveals their remarkable
milestones and accomplishments that
demonstrate the truest life and commitment of
the office to deliver relevant and reliable
statistics, efficient civil registration services
and inclusive identification system to our
clients and stakeholders. In this
unprecedented crisis, PSA Siquijor headed by
Chief Statistical Specialist Aurelia M. Canda
continuously developed innovations in
response to the changing needs and priorities
of PSA’s clients, partner agencies, and
stakeholders.  

  The year 2021 presented enormous
challenges to the country and the rest of the
world. This pandemic triggered a global health
crisis on an unprecedented scale, putting lives
at risks and crippling the economy. Despite
the risks, PSA Siquijor rose to the challenge 
 by providing more proactive and efficient
services through the conduct of statistical
surveys, fora, civil registration services and
even the establishment of the Philippine
Identification System (PhilSys) fixed and
mobile registration centers for inclusive 

Message from the

coverage of the national identification system
in the province. In partnership and
collaboration with the local government units
and partner agencies, PSA Siquijor
successfully registered over 69,000
Siquijodnons, surpassing the target set for the
year 2021. All of these were achieved
because of the dedication, combined strength,
initiatives, and ideas of the officials,
employees, partners, and stakeholders in the
province. 

   To our partner agencies, respondents,
clients, and stakeholders, thank you for your
continued trust, support, and confidence. And
to all officials and employees of PSA Siquijor
through the leadership of CSS Aurelia M.
Canda, thank you very much for your
exemplary commitment and passion to be true
public servants. This pandemic has tested our
resilience, healthcare system, and growth
momentum to this day, but with our strong
dedication in the spirit of public service, we
can achieve these together. We will use this
crisis, as we have in the past, to accelerate
our recovery for improved quality of life for all.

ARIEL E. FLORENDO
Regional Director



Message from the
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     It is my honor to present the 2021 Annual of the Philippine Statistics Authority, Siquijor
Provincial Statistical Office (PSA, Siquijor PSO). We are proud and happy to announce that
Siquijor PSO has transferred to a new office with a spacious working environment that boost the
services to our clients. We want to extend our gratitude to our Regional Director Ariel E. Florendo
for backing us up and to our National Statistician Claire Dennis S. Mapa for approving our
request to transfer.

     The challenges of the pandemic did not stop us in pursuing our goals to achieve our
commitment and deliverable. I salute the braveness of all the personnel (regular and COSWs) of
PSA and most especially to the Statistical Researchers and Data Collectors who are the front
liners. 
 
      One of the highlights for year 2021 is the roll-out of the Philippine Identification System
(PhilSys) wherein one of its objective to establish a single identification system for all citizen and
resident aliens. We are proud that the PhilSys Step 2 Registration Team (PRT) were able to
register 69,139 Siquijodnons or 115.96% over the target. We appreciated the support from the
Local Government Units (LGUs) headed by the respective mayor of the municipalities of Siquijor-
Capital, San Juan, Larena, Enrique Villanueva, Lazi and Maria who provided the PRT with a
comfortable Registration Centers (RCs) during the registration process. Moreover, Siquijor PSO
was able to establish a PhilSys Fixed Registration (FRC) which is located the 1/F of Siquijor
Business and Convention Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor.

      Another milestone of PSA, Siquijor PSO is the creation of the Provincial Statistical Committee
(PSC) which serve as the policy making body on statistical matters and avenue for discussion
and craft resolutions on statistical issues in the provincial level. 

     Moreover, the Siquijor PSO is one of the pilot provinces in the estimation of the Provincial
Product Account (PPA). With the dedicated provincial staff and the support of the macro-
economic accounts team from central office our journey in the estimation came into a reality. 

     I thanked everyone for being part of the success of the challenging year. I
hope that the experiences we have in 2021 will serve as a driving force as we
journey for the coming years!

AURELIA M. CANDA
Chief Statistical Specialist



          The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) was established on 12 September 2013
pursuant to Republic Act (R.A) 10625, otherwise known as the Philippine Statistical Act of 2013,
signed by then President Benigno Aquino III. 
           The PSA is a merger of four (4) government agencies namely: National Statistical
Coordination Board (NSCB), National Statistics Office (NSO), Bureau of Labor and Employment
Statistics (BLES) of the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE), and Bureau of
Agricultural Statistics (BAS) of the Department of Agriculture (DA). 
           The R.A. was enacted “to rationalize and promote efficiency and effectiveness in the
delivery of statistical services, maintain an integrated statistical system characterized by
independence, objectivity and integrity so as to enhance responsiveness to the requirements of
equitable national development, promote the orderly development of a statistical system
capable of providing timely, accurate and useful data for the government and the public, and
support decentralization through establishment of the statistical infrastructure necessary to
service the statistical needs of local development planning”.
           The PSA is attached to the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) for
purposes of policy coordination. It shall be comprised of the PSA Board and Offices on sectoral
statistics, censuses and technical coordination, civil registration and central support, and field
statistical services. 
           Philippine Statistics Authority Regional Statistical Services Office VII (PSA RSSO VII) is
among the 17 regional offices of PSA. It is responsible for the implementation of the objectives
and provisions of Bohol, Cebu, Negros Oriental and Siquijor. 

About the
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Solid, responsive, and world-class
authority on quality statistics,
efficient civil registration, and
inclusive identification system.

Deliver relevant and reliable
statistics, efficient civil registration
services and inclusive identification
system for equitable development
towards improved quality of life for
all.

Core Values
INTEGRITY- We observe the highest
standards of professional behavior by
exemplifying impartiality and
independence in everything we do.
We stand firm with undue influence-
ensuring integrity cuts across not only
in the statistics we deliver, but more
importantly, in our people.

TRANSPARENCY- We ensure
transparency in all interactions and
transactions to build and nurture trust
inside and outside the PSA. We strive
for clear communication, shared
knowledge, and informed, all-inclusive
decisions for cultivating mutual
respect at all levels of the
organization.

ADAPTABILITY- We respond to
change with a positive attitude and
willingness to learn new ways to
deliver our mandate. We stay on top
of technological advancements and
never give up in the face of
challenges, instead finding them as
opportunities to discover and gain
insights to further our services to the
public.

We, the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA),
commit to deliver relevant and reliable statistics,
efficient civil registration services, and inclusive
identification system to our clients and
stakeholders.

We adhere to the United Nations Fundamental
Principles of Official Statistics in the production
of quality general-purpose statistics. 

We commit to deliver civil registration services
and inclusive identification system in accordance
with the laws, rules and regulations, and other
statutory requirements.

We endeavor to live by the established core
values of the PSA and adopt the appropriate
technology in the development of our products
and delivery of services to ensure customer
satisfaction.

We commit to continually improve the
effectiveness of our Quality Management
System towards equitable development for
improved quality of life for all.
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The PSA shall primarily be responsible for the
implementing of the objectives and provisions of
R.A. 10625. 

It shall plan, develop, prescribe, disseminate and
enforce policies, rules and regulations and
coordinate government-wide programs governing
the production of official statistics, general-
purpose statistics, and civil registration services.

It shall primarily be responsible for all national
censuses and surveys, sectoral statistics,
consolidation of selected administrative recording
systems and compilation of national accounts. 

The PSA shall:
1.Serve as the central statistical authority of the
Philippine government on primary data collection;

2.Prepare and conduct periodic censuses on
population, housing, agriculture, fisheries,
business, industry, and other sectors of the
economy;

3.Collect, compile, analyze, abstract and publish
statistical information relating to the country’s
economic, social, demographic and general
activities and condition of the people;

4.Prepare and conduct statistical sample surveys
on all aspects of socio-economic life including
agriculture, industry, trade, finance, prices and
marketing information, income and expenditure,
education, health, culture, and social situations for
the use of the government and the public;

5.Carry out, enforce and administer civil
registration functions in the country as provided
for in Act 3753, the Law on Registry of Civil
Status;

6.Collaborate with departments of the national
government including GOCCs and their
subsidiaries in the collection, compilation,
maintenance and publication of statistical
information, including special statistical data
derived from the activities of those departments,
corporations and their subsidiaries;

7.Promote and develop integrated social and
economic statistics and coordinate plans for the
integration of those statistics, including the national
accounts;

8.Develop and maintain appropriate frameworks
and standards for the collection, processing,
analysis and dissemination of data;

9.Coordinate with government departments and
local government units (LGUs) on the promotion
and adoption of statistical standards involving
techniques, methodologies, concepts, definitions
and classifications, and on the avoidance of
duplication in the collection of statistical
information;

10.Conduct continuing methodological, analytical
and development activities, in coordination with the
PSRTI, to improve the conduct of censuses,
surveys and other data collection activities;

11.Recommend executive and legislative
measures to enhance the development of the
statistical activities and programs of the
government;

12.Prepare, in consultation with the PSA Board, a
Philippine Statistical Development Program
(PSDP); 

13.Implement policies on statistical matters and
coordination, as directed by the PSA Board, and;

14.Perform other functions as may be assigned by
the PSA Board and as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of R.A. 10625
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Anthony L.
Ontolan
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Disbursing Officer

Designate
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Jhon Lloyd  A.
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Administrative  Aide VI
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 Focal Person
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Jury R.
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Mynard P. Flores
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January February March April May

PhilSys Step 1 Provincial
Training

31st CRM Celebration
FPS & CrPS Provincial
Training
SKI Provincial Training
HR Summit & Budget
Forum

Fishery Provincial Level
Training
RA 11222 Training
NWM Celebration
PPA Briefing
PPS Provincial Training
ULE Briefing

PhilSys MOA Signing
BLPS & CPS Enumeration
PSC 1st Convening

Processing of Post
Census Maps Provincial
Training
PhilSys Step 2 Task Force
Training
PPA Workshop

PhilSys Step 2 Provincial
Training
PSC Special Meeting
PhilSys Step 2 Kick-off
Fisheries Provincial
Training
BLPS Provincial Training
RA 11222 Provincial
Training
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July August September October November

Suppliers Forum
Civil Registration
Refresher Course
Mid-Year Assessment
FIES Provincial Training

2020 CPH Provincial
Data Dissemination
Forum
Mapping & Geo-tagging
Regional Training
PPA Meeting with
stakeholders 

Data Accounts Workshop
Fisheries Provincial
Training
PSA 8th Anniversary
BLPS Provincial Training
 1 NCCRVS

COVID-19 Infection
Prevention and Control
Orientation
LFS, SOF & PCC
Provincial Training
Re Echo on Demographic
Transition and Dividend in
the Philippines

FPS & CrPS Provincial
Training
PPA Writeshop
Emotional Wellness
amidst Pandemic
Fisheries Provincial
Training

PPA Data Dissemination
Forum
Launching of PhilSys Fixed
Registration Center
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H
ighlightts

     PSA Siquijor in partnership with Local
Government Units (LGUs) launched the
three (3) registration centers (RC) for
Step 2 Registration process. Biometric
information is collected in this process,
particularly full set of fingerprints, iris
scan and a front-facing photograph. 
     This is the next step after the conduct
of Step 1 Pre-registration of Philippine
Identification System (PhilSys), wherein
the demographic information from an
applicant is gathered through door-to-
door collection using a tablet device. 
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The demographic data gathered includes the full name, sex, date of birth, blood type permanent
and present address, marital status (optional), mobile number (optional) and email address
(optional). 
      Larena RC is located at 1/f Municipal Hall, North Poblacion, Larena, Siquijor and Siquijor RC
at 1/F, GAD Building, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor which was opened in 07 June. While San Juan
RC is stationed at Senior Citizens Building, Poblacion, Siquijor and started in 14 June.

     Enrique Villanueva RC which is located at Covered Court, Poblacion, Enrique Villanueva,
Siquijor was opened in 02 August and was attended by Hon. Mayor Gerold V. Pal-ing and Hon.
Vice-Mayor Leonardo P. Paculba. Moreover, Lazi RC which is stationed at Municipal Agriculture
Building, Tigbawan, Lazi, Siquijor was opened in 09 August. It was attended by the Hon. Mayor
James D. Monte and Hon. Vice-Mayor Earl A. Aljas while Maria RC which is situated at former
PESO office, Poblacion Norte, Maria, Siquijor was launched in 23 August.
       PSA Siquijor targeted about 59,622 Siquijodnons to go through Step 2 registration process
prioritizing those who undergone Step 1 registration and residing in mountainous barangays with
no internet connection. As of 21 August PSA Siquijor, was able to process about 30,170
registrants or 50.60 percent of its target.



H
ighlightts

     All designated registration centers across the province were temporarily closed from 29
September to 25 October due to COVID-19 surge. With this challenge, PSA remains steadfast
in its commitment to register over 50 million Filipinos and resident aliens across the country by
the end of the year. In connection with this, Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office conducted
mobile registration which started on 26 October 2021, to ascertain that more Siquijodnons get
access to the national ID system. 
     This arrangement allows registrants from the most vulnerable groups such as the poor, those
living in geographically isolated and disadvantaged areas, indigenous peoples, and persons
with disabilities (PWDs) to undertake the registration process as the office brings the registration
kits to their respective barangays.
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   In collaboration with each local government unit (LGU) in the province, the PhilSys
Registration Teams (PRTs) are deployed to low-risk barangays which are not yet covered
with Step 2 Registration in every municipality of the province to facilitate the registration
process while also ensuring public safety and efficient operations for PhilSys. 
 
    To those who have completed PhilSys Step 2 Registration, they were advised to wait for
their national ID to be delivered to the address provided during the registration process by
the Philippine Postal Corporation (PHLPost). 
 
     

H
ighlightts
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     Headed by Statistical Specialist II Jill Bernadette C. Abing, Focal Person of PhilSys of Siquijor
PSO, one (1) PhilSys Registration Team (PRT) was deployed to facilitate the conduct of the
registration process. 
     In this collaborative effort, a total of 63 registrants, comprising of sixteen (16) employees, 43
inmates and four (4) family members, successfully completed the registration process for PhilSys.
     

      Heeding the call to a sustainable national ID
system, the Philippine Statistics Authority,
Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office kick-started
its institutional registration of the Philippine
Identification System or PhilSys at Siquijor
District Jail of the Bureau of Jail Management
and Penology (BJMP) in Caipilan, Siquijor,
Siquijor in 26 to 27 October.
      Persons deprived of liberty (PDL) including
the agency’s employees participated in the Step
2 Registration which involves validation of
demographic information and the capture of
biometric information such as iris scan,
fingerprint and front-facing photograph. 

H
ighlightts
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     In his virtual message, PSA RSSO VII Regional Director Ariel E. Florendo
stressed the need of accurate and timely population counts as a fundamental and
critical input for the formulation of public and private sector plans and programs. In
light of the COVID-19 pandemic, he added, that PSA has triumphed admirably in
the face of unprecedented challenges in this nationwide undertaking as the
government recognized the need to update the counts in order to have a more
effective recovery strategy during this time of pandemic.
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H
ighlightts

  The Philippine Statistics Authority Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office (PSA-SPSO)
presented the total population of Siquijor Province as of May 1, 2020 during the Provincial
Data Dissemination Forum on the Results of the 2020 Census of Population and Housing
(CPH) conducted in 12 August  via simultaneous face-to-face and virtual platforms.
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H
ighlightts

    
     After the series of discussions, an open forum was made to answer
queries and discuss issues on the released results of the 2020 Census of
Population and Housing (CPH). 
     In her closing remarks, Registration Officer II Rizalyn Teodora G.
Postrado expressed her gratitude and grateful recognition to everyone for
gracing the momentous event.
       A total of 51 participants took part in the activity both virtual and face
to face.

     PSA Siquijor Chief Statistical Specialist Aurelia M. Canda highlighted
the official results of the 2020 Census of Population and Housing. Based
on the 2020 Census of Population and Housing (2020 CPH), the total
population of  Siquijor Province as of 01 May 2020 is at 103,395. This
accounted about 1.28% of the region’s population in 2020. This count is
declared official by the President of the Philippines Rodrigo Roa Duterte
for all purposes pursuant to Proclamation No. 1179 dated 06 July 2021,
she added. 
     CSS Canda also mentioned that the 103,395 population in 2020 grew
by 7,411 from the 95,984 population in 2015 garnering Siquijor (Capital)
with the largest population at 28,915 people or 27.96 percent of the
province’s total population in 2020. Meanwhile, Enrique Villanueva was
recorded as the least populated municipality with 6,790 people in 2020 or,
around 6.57 percent of the province’s total population.
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H
ighlightts

    The Philippine Statistics Authority, Siquijor Provincial 
 Statistical Office conducted the Dissemination Forum on
the 2018 – 2020 Economic Performance of the Province of
Siquijor on 03 December at San Juan, Siquijor as part of
the activities leading to the completion of the Provincial
Product Accounts (PPA) of the pilot provinces and HUCs
include among others the briefing and consultation with
the stakeholders, training on standard classification
systems, assessment and collection of data, capacity
building on the SNA framework, compilation systems and
methodologies, and lastly, dissemination forum.
  The dissemination forum was attended by different
private and public sectors and other provincial and
national agencies. The forum presented the following:
Highlights of the PPA results which is the 2018 – 2020
Report on the Economic Performance of Siquijor,
(Performance of Siquijor vis-à-vis other provinces and
HUCs in Central Visayas, and lastly the Insights of the
Programs and Policies in the Province of Siquijor.



   The Philippine Statistics Authority,
Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office
officially opened the first-ever Fixed
Registration Center (FRC) for the
Philippine Identification System
(PhilSys) in 09 December located at
the 1/F of Siquijor Business and
Convention Center, Poblacion, Siquijor,
Siquijor. This is in line with the
implementation of RA 11055 or the
“Philippine Identification System Act” to
further extend the registration
availability of the national identification
system to Siquijodnons in the Province
of Siquijor. 
 
     The FRC serves as a counter for
Step 2 Registration focused on the
validation of supporting documents and
collection of biometric information such
as fingerprints, iris scan and front-
facing photograph of the registrants.
During the opening of PhilSys FRC,
various stakeholders took part in the
ceremony such as barangay officials of
barangay Calalinan, Siquijor, Siquijor,
the employees of the Philippine Postal
Corporation (PHLPost) and staff of the
Provincial Government of Siquijor
including regular staff and contract of
service workers (COSWs) of Siquijor
PSO.

H
ighlightts
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Statistical
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     PSA Siquijor conducted the July 2021
Labor Force Survey (LFS) and 2021
Family Income and Expenditure Survey
(FIES) First Visit in July 2021. The LFS is
being conducted monthly starting January,
aims to provide high frequency statistical
information on the Philippine labor market
information to better monitor and
understand the current job situation and
economy in the Philippines as well as the
impact of the current Coronavirus (COVID-
19) health crisis. On the other hand, the
FIES aims to gather data on family
income, sources of income, family
expenditure and related information
affecting family income and expenditure
levels and patterns in the Philippines.
FIES survey can provide data on poverty
statistics down to the provincial level.

CSS Aurelia Canda gave her welcome message
during 3rd level Training at a hotel in San Juan,
Siquijor.

The LFS-FIES team together with SS II Joselito C.
Maghanoy and AS Jay Cabaron.



Group editing together with their respective Team
Supervisor is conducted as part to enhance
teamdiscussion on deliberating common issues and
concern.
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    A 100 percent response
rate and data file was
submitted to CO in 29
January, 19 February, 22
March, 3 May, 24 May, 18
June, 13 August, 25 August,
22 September, 29 October, 16
November and 16 December.
Likewise, narrative reports
were submitted with complete
content following the
prescribed format in  4
February, 22 February, 23
March, 11 May, 22 May, 23
June, 13 August, 26 August,
28 September, 12 November,
18 November and 22
December.

The TS and SR did courtesy call to Municipal Mayor
Gerold Pal-ing of Enrique Villanueva who happened
to be one of the FIES respondents.

    For the first time, the FIES
operation is applying the
Computer Assisted Personal
Interviewing (CAPI) and used
Android Tablet. The total
number of sample households
including vacant buildings is
769. 

Cost Estimate:
Updated List of Samples:

Clean Data File:
Narrative Report:



 A rider survey to the October 2021 Labor
Force Survey is the survey on overseas
Filipinos. It aims to gather information on
Filipino citizens who left the country for
the last five years covering the period
October 2016 to September 2021. The
survey also aims to provide data on their
contribution to the Philippine economy.
The questionnaires were manually
processed at the provincial office and
machine processed using the SOF data
processing system. 

   The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), in partnership with the Department of Health (DOH),
conducts the 2021 Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS). The GATS is a nationally
representative household survey of adults 15 years of age or older that is designed for
systematic monitoring of adult tobacco use. Technical support for this DOH-funded survey was
provided by the World Health Organization (WHO), US Centers for Disease Prevention and
Control (CDC), and Research Triangle Institute (RTI) International. 
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Updated List of Samples:
Data File:

Narrative Report:

     PSA Siquijor conducted the 2021 Updating of Geo-tagged Building Structures and Geo-
tagged of Economic Areas which aims to update and develop processed statistical data and
geospatial information collected during the conduct of 2020 Census of population and Housing
(2020 CPH). This undertaking primarily involves the digitization, updating, validation, and
processing of geo-tagged building structures, Brgy/EA boundaries, and economic areas such as
Malls, Department Stores, Supermarkets and etc., of the priority municipalities namely Siquijor,
San Juan, and Lazi. This activity also includes the conduct of field data collection and
evaluation of the processed maps which was done by the two (2) hired Map Data Collectors
(MDCs) and two (2) hired Map Data Processors (MDPs), respectively. The inputs for this
updating and geo-tagged activity were taken from previous mapping operation and past census
activities. This project likewise utilized available and feasible resources obtained with the aid of
Local Government Units (LGUs) and national government agencies such as the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), Department of Interior and Local Government
(DILG), and others. The goal of the 2021 Updating of geo-tagged Building Structures and Geo-
tagging of Economic Areas is to establish updated geographical and census information of geo-
tagged buildings, establishments, economic areas, and boundaries in selected barangays,
municipalities, and provinces all over the Philippines.
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     Cops Production Survey (CrPS) is a rider survey of Farm
Prices Survey. The CrPS is a quarterly survey conducted
during the last 10 days of the months of February, May,
August and November. The survey aims to generate basic
production for crops other than palay and corn like fruit
crops, vegetables crops, root crops, non-food and industrial
crops at the regional and provincial levels.

      Palay and Corn Production Surveys are regular surveys conducted quarterly which consist of
two (2) independent surveys namely: Palay Production Survey (PPS) and Corn Production
Survey (CPS). The said surveys generates quarterly estimates on production, area and yield of
corn and palay. The survey is conducted during the first ten (10) days of April, July, October and
December.
      Furthermore, the survey contains the following information: area planted/harvested and
production by ecosystem for palay and crop type for corn, monthly distribution of production and
area harvested, farm household disposition/utilization of production, area with standing crops,
planting intentions indicator, use of seeds, fertilizers and pesticides and awareness and availment
of program interventions.     

     The Palay and Corn Stocks Survey is a monthly
survey conducted every first 4 days of the month. It
generates the first day of the month stock level of
rice and corn held by farming and non-farming
households in the province. The results of the survey
forms part of the computation for the total palay and
corn stocks situation in the country. Three (3)
statistical researchers were hired every month to
conduct the field enumeration.

PDR Outputs (Compiling System)
Narrative Report

response rate, data files, complete
provincial summary, Narrative report

and Frame Maintenance Form

response rate, data files, complete
provincial summary, Narrative report

and Frame Maintenance Form



    The Farm Prices Survey (FPS) is a monthly survey
conducted during the last ten (10) days of the month. The
FPS generates data on prices received by producers at the
first point of sale, regardless of trading location. The output of
the survey is used in the periodic valuation of the outputs
produced by the agricultural sector.
    The provincial trainings for Farm Prices Survey were
conducted at Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office on 16 to 17
February, 18 to 19 May, 17 to 18 August and 8 to 9
November.
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     Backyard and Livestock Survey is a quarterly survey
conducted regularly by the provincial office. It generates
data of inventory of animals by farm type, by age, and by
classification, chicken by type, disposition of animals and
volume of egg produced. It covers livestock commodities
like cattle, carabao, swine and goat and poultry
commodities such as chicken, chicken eggs, duck and
duck eggs. Carabao, cattle, duck and duck eggs are
covered in the semi –annual surveys. 

     The Quarter Aquaculture Survey is another quarterly survey
which covers all forms of raising and culturing of fish and other
fishery species in marine, brackish and freshwater under
controlled condition. It provides data on the volume and value
of production in the aquaculture sector in the province. A total
of thirty (30) aquafarms in the province were covered in the
survey during the year.  
     The Quarterly Municipal Fisheries Survey is a regular
quarterly survey of the office. It covers fishing operations in
marine waters to sample Municipal Landing Centers (MLC)
carried out without the use of boat or the use of boat of three
(3) gross tons or less. The survey generates data on the
volume and price of fish, by species, by province and by
region. For the province of Siquijor, a total of eleven (11)
municipal landing centers were sampled.

response rate,
data files,
complete
provincial
summary,
Narrative

report 



     The 2021 Listing of Marine Fish Landing Centers (LMFLC) was conducted last August to
September. LMFLC desires to collect data and information on all landing centers in the country
which will be used for the continuous development of sampling frame for fisheries surveys.
       The five-day provincial training was held at San Juan, Siquijor in 16 to 20 August. There were
5 Enumerators (ENs) hired to conduct the survey and also 2 Team Supervisors (TSs) to update
and geo-tagged the existing landing center and those landing centers that are temporarily closed.
An Assistant Statistician (AS) was hired to assist the Provincial Focal Person in monitoring the
status of operation, checks the consistency of the of accomplished data files and supplements the
PFP in ensuring the completion of the listing activities in the province.
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    .
     The LMFLC operation is applying the Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) using
Android Tablet. There were a total of 184 LCs enumerated. 11 landing centers were permanently
closed and 1 landing center was not located. The operation had a 100% response rate.



PROCLAMATION No. 1179, s. 2021
(July 6, 2021)
DECLARING AS OFFICIAL THE 2020 POPULATION
COUNT OF THE PHILIPPINES BY PROVINCE,
CITY/MUNICIPALITY, AND BARANGAY BASED ON THE
2020 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING (2020
CPH) CONDUCTED BY THE PHILIPPINE STATISTICS
AUTHORITY

• The population of Siquijor hits 103.4
thousand in 2020 from 82 thousand population
in 2000 .The 103,395 population in 2020 grew
by 7,411 from the 95,984 population in 2015. 
•The growth of the population in Siquijor is
relatively higher with a Population Growth
Rate (PGR) of 1.58 percent for the period
2015 to 2020 compared to 1.01 percent PGR
for the period 2010 to 2015. The PGR of 1.58
percent is the highest PGR recorded from
2000 to 2020 and PGR of 1.01 percent is the
lowest PGR from 2000 to 2020.

Total Population of Siquijor by Municipality for 2020
• For the Siquijor Province, Siquijor (Capital) had the largest population in 2020 with 28,915
people or 27.96 percent of the province’s total population.
• Followed by Lazi with a population of 22,488 people or 21.75 percent of the total population and
San Juan with 16,363 people or 15.83 percent of the province’s total population. 
• Followed by Larena with a population of 14,454 people or 13.98 percent of the total population
and Maria with 14,385 people or 13.91 percent of the province’s total population. 
• Meanwhile, Enrique Villanueva was recorded as the least populated municipality with 6,790
people in 2020 or, around 6.57 percent of the province’s total population. 
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• For the Population Growth rate of
Siquijor by Municipality, Enrique
Villanueva was the fastest growing
municipality with an average annual
growth rate or PGR of 2.27 percent.
• San Juan is the second highest PGR
at 2.06 percent, followed by Lazi with
1.98 percent. Siquijor with 1.56 percent
, Larena with 0.91 percent and Maria
with PGR of 0.83 and considered as
the lowest growing municipality in the
Province of Siquijor in 2020.



   The 2021 Quarterly Survey on Philippine Business and Industry is a nationwide survey
conducted by the Philippine Statistics Authority quarterly. It aims to provide quarterly data on total
employment, revenue/sales, compensation, value of production and total inventory of goods and
capacity utilization by industry groups. The result of the survey will serve as inputs to the: 1)
compilation of the Quarterly National Accounts (QNA), 2) construction of the Quarterly Economic
Indices (QEI) and 3) Monetary policy review of Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). 
In 2021, the province has only one (1) priority sample establishment in the mining sector. Data
collected from QSPBI pertains to the operation of the establishment as of the reference quarter:
               1st quarter – January, February, March
               2nd quarter – April, May, June
               3rd quarter – July, August, September
               4th quarter- October, November, December

   The Third Level Training of the 2021 Updating of the
List of Establishments (ULE) was conducted. It is a three-
day training attended by regular personnel together with
the hired Field Interviewers (FIs). The training was
conducted at PSA, Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office in
26 to 28 April.

     The 2020 Annual Survey of Philippine Business and Industry is an annual establishment
survey which aims to provide planners and policy makers in government as well in the private
sector, with information on the levels and structure on economic activities in the formal sector.
     The 2nd level virtual training was conducted in 8 to 12 March and was attended by SS II Jill
Bernadette C. Abing, RO II Rizalyn Teodora G. Postrado and one (1) Statistical Researcher. The
province of Siquijor had a total of thirty-three (33) establishments and all were collected as per
timetable. 
    Meanwhile, the 2020 Survey of Tourism Establishments in the Philippines is a rider survey of
the 2020 ASPBI. The 2020 STEP is a survey that collects information on the available supply of
goods, products and services which are valuable inputs in the compilation of the Philippine
Tourism Satellite Account (PTSA). The province has a total sample of ten (10) establishments.
      A 100 percent response rate as of 31 May compared to its 90 percent response rate target.
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   The Third Level Training of the 2021 Updating of the List of Establishments (ULE) was
conducted. It is a three-day training attended by regular personnel together with the hired Field
Interviewers (FIs). The training was conducted at PSA, Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office in 26
to 28 April.
    The 2021 ULE adopts the slogan, “Providing Statistics for a Globally Competitive Economy”. 
 It is a nationwide undertaking which aims to provide an updated and reliable sampling frame for
the census and surveys of establishments and enterprises. Furthermore, it aims to capture the
changes in the distribution and characteristics of establishments due to emerging industries and
the current business trends. The nationwide undertaking is necessary and helps to assess the
changes brought by the pandemic and some natural calamities that happened in 2020.



     Provincial coastwise and passenger data files with complete
content following the prescribed format submitted in 26 January,
23 February, 25 March, 23 April,  24 May, 24 June, 28 July, 25
August, 28 September, 04 November, 24 November, 22
December.

    Complete provincial summary, narrative report
with complete content following the prescribed
format and Complete EDRW submitted in 21
April, 12 July, 12 October and 23 December.

     The Compilation of Data from Slaughterhouses and Poultry Dressing Plants is an activity of the
Philippine Statistics Authority that provides statistics on the number of animals slaughtered in
slaughterhouses and birds dressed in poultry dressing plants. 
     For the year, the data were collected through the administrative reports of the local registered
meat establishments (LRME) in the province. The provincial office has monitored only one (1) LRME
in the province.
      100% complete data files submitted to CO on or before the deadline except the October 2021
Round.
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submitted Coastwise and
Passenger data files 

PSW_C
EDRW

Raw Data Files
Frame Maintenance Form



       The rebasing of the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
for All Income Households from the base year 2012 to
2018 was conducted in 08 March. The 2018-based CPI
was the eleventh in the series of the rebasing index.
        The rebasing was an important undertaking of the
office as CPI is the indicator of the change in the
average prices of a fixed basket of goods and services
commonly purchased by an average Filipino household
for their day-to-day consumption relative to a base
year. Furthermore, as an indicator, the CPI is most
widely used in the calculation of the inflation rate and
Purchasing Power of the Peso (PPP).
        The SKI was done using Android-based
application in which they interviewed key informants –
store manager or storekeeper/seller or proprietor. The
collection started last 08 March and ended in 12 March. 
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    Statistics generated from approved building permits is used in estimating the level of construction
activity and very useful in the compilation of national and regional account. It determines the level of
investment in the country and provides data for monetary policy for the real estate sector. It helps in
preparing the market plans, evaluating business options and assessing opportunities for new
investments.
    Construction statistics are compiled by the office from the approved building permits issued by the
Local Building Official of all the Local Government Units in the province which also includes demolition
and fencing permits collected every month by PSA personnel. The permits are then processed at the
provincial office using the Building Permit Computer System. Approved Building Permits, by LGUs,
2021.

    The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is
an indicator of the change in the
average retail prices of a fixed basket
of goods and services commonly
purchased by households relative to a
base year. For the province, the survey
of retails prices is done at various
frequencies like weekly and bi-monthly.
The output of this survey is used to
determine the monthly CPI for all
income households. In addition, it is
used to calculate the inflation rate and
purchasing power of the peso for a
certain period in the province. 
  A 100 percent datafile submitted to
CO on or before the 9th day of every
month for the 1st Phase and 19th day
of every month for the 2nd Phase
except for the month of December. 
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Engr. Jayson Manos, PPDO and PSC Chairman gives his
welcome message to members and guests of the forum
who attended virtually.

PSC member attends the Quarterly meeting

    The Provincial Statistics Committee (PSC) OF Siquijor Province conducted four (4) quarterly
meetings for CY 2021 thru virtual platform.

    The quarterly conduct of the meeting is in recognition of the vital role of PSC as the
policymaking body on statistical matters at the provincial level. Furthermore, it served as venue for
discussion and resolution of statistical issues as a coordination mechanism in providing direction
and guidance to local statistical development activities.
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     Year 2021 marks the 32nd
celebration of the National
Statistics Month (NSM) with the
theme: “NSM @32 Revving Up for
Economic and Social Recovery
Through Evidence-Based Policies”.
This year’s theme emphasizes the
importance of statistics as bases
for policy decisions to address the
socioeconomic impact of COVID-
19.
      In line with the celebration, a lecture entitled “Infection/Prevention & Control: Orientation on
Covid-19” was held in 01 October via simultaneous face-to-face and virtual platforms. This lecture
aims to empower employees by incorporating COVID-19 prevention practices for a safe
environment for everyone by reducing the risk of the potential spread of the coronavirus. In
attendance were the regular employees and contract of service workers (COSW) of Siquijor PSO. 
         In her welcome remarks, Chief Statistical Specialist Aurelia M. Canda welcomed all those in
attendance, both physically and virtually. CSS Canda expressed her gratitude to the resource
speaker for taking time out of her busy schedule to share with the office valuable insights as we
respond to the challenges of COVID-19.

     In collaboration with the
Philippine Red Cross
(PRC), Rowena Lapinig
Maputi, administrator of
PRC in Siquijor Province,
shared her expertise
virtually in the
management of COVID-19
specifically on practical
and cost-effective
strategies in preventing the
spread of infection and
managing ways to control
it.
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   In this month-long celebration of NSM, SuSS Joselito C. Maghanoy hoped that COVID-19
cases willl continue to decline in the province and further emphasized the need to protect oneself
and embody good health in these uncertain times as the office continue to fulfill its mandate.



RO II Rizalyn Teodora G. Postrado gives the
closing remarks during the program.

SUSS Joselito C Maghanoy gives his lecture showing the 2020
CPH infographics on population counts of Siquijor Province.

 The statistical exhibit and display features
some of the latest statistical products and
information about the country, the region and
the Province of Siquijor. The information was
displayed at the bulletin board of the office
along with the prominent display of latest PSA
publications, special releases, brochures and
flyers. 

Hanging of Streamers
  In connection with the 32nd National Statistics

Month (NSM) celebration during the month of
October 2021,  the NSM streamer was displayed
during the  whole month of October to highlight
the celebration. Hanging of streamer is
employed as one of the tools to disseminate the
activity and to show support of the celebration.
Some government agencies in the province also
hanged streamer in their respective offices in
support of the celebration. 

Conduct of Lectures
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 Lecture on the topic “Demographic Transition and
Dividend in the Philippines” conducted by CSS Aurelia
M. Canda to the provincial staff and statistical
researchers in 18 October.



 29 to 30 March 2021

20 August 2021

15 to 19 November 2021
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10.73 11.3
10.69

2018-2020 Economic
Performance of Siquijor

2018

2019 2020

At Constant 2018 Prices in Billion PhP

5.5% -5.6 %

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT OF  SIQUIJOR PROVINCE

2018-2020 Average Percentage
 Share of industries to 

Siquijor's Economy

Services Industry Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishing

14.5%

15.9%
69.6%

Top 3 Economic drivers 
of Siquijor

2018-2020 Average growth rate 
at constant 2018 Prices

Wholesale and retail trade; repair 
of motor vehicles and motorcycles

Agriculture, forestry,
 and fishing

Real estate and
ownership of 
dwellings

27.2%

14.5%

7.9%

Siquijor per Capita Gross Domistic Product from 2018-2020
At Constant 2018 Prices

2018 2019 2020
108,719 PhP 113,734 PhP 106,492 PhP
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2019

At Constant 2018 Prices

2019-2020 Growth Rates
 of Siquijor by Industry

-62.2%

6.0%

-8.7%

-14.2%

-15.9%

-1.9%

-19.3%

-15.1%

0.2%

12.3%

-10.7%

1.4%

5.4%

-9.0%

-15.4%

-23.7%

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Mining and quarrying

Manufacturing

Electricity, steam, water and waste management

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of
motorvehicles and motorcycles

Transportation and storage

Accommodation and food service activities

Information and communication

Financial and insurance activities

Real estate and ownership of dwellings

Professional and business services
Public administration and defense;

compulsory social activities
Education

Human health and social work activities

Other services
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February 2021 is celebrated as the “Civil Registration Month” anchored on the theme
“Strengthening Civil Registration and Vital Statistics’ Digital Information: The Ways to Manage
the New Normal”, in consonance with the global advocacy of getting everyone registered and
of promoting awareness on the importance of civil registration in the lives of every Filipino.
Civil Registration is given emphasis because it is the permanent, continuous and compulsory
recording of the civil status of a person and its modifications thereof and deals with the
identity of a person.  Thus, it is pursuant to Proclamation No 682 by then President Corazon
C. Aquino on January 19, 1991, declaring February of every year as Civil Registration Month.
This year’s celebration marked the 31st, thus a month-long celebration highlighted with
different and various activities in the province together with the Local Civil Registry Offices
(LCROs).
In 26 February, the celebration was capped off with the LCRO Awarding for the year 2018
and 2019 with LCRO of Siquijor, Siquijor was one of the national awardees; Data
Dissemination Forum attended and participated by the Municipal Civil Registrars together with
their staff, PSA personnel (regular/contractuals/ statistical researchers) and Awarding
Ceremony for the Calligraphy Contest for this year’s theme.
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Republic Act No. 11222 (RA 11222) entitled, “An Act Allowing the Rectification of
Simulated Birth Records and Prescribing Administrative Adoption Proceedings for the
Purpose”, was signed into law on 21 February 2019 and took effect on 29 March 2019,
fifteen days after its publication in the Official Gazette.  Its Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR) was approved on 7 October 2019 and took effect on 10 December 2019
and will remain in effect until 29 March 2029.

For the province of Siquijor, the Provincial Training was conducted in 18 June at GAD
Building, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor. This aimed to properly disseminate information and
a venue to clarify issues and concerns, equip PSA and LCRO personnel with information
on the salient features of the law.

Civil Registration is a continuing education and RA 11222 is an addition to the various Civil
Registration Laws and a challenge to embark on by the PSA and LCROs nationwide.
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Birth 1,153

Marriage 209

Death 1,148

Fetal Death 5

Siquijor PSO participated in the first ever National Convention on Civil Registration and Vital
Statistics (1NCCRVS) on 1-3 September via video conferencing.  There were two (2) clusters
while other stakeholders joined through facebook livestream.  Cluster 1 at the provincial office
was composed of PSA, Siquijor personnel while Cluster 2 was joined by the six (6) Municipal
Civil Registrars in the province and other PSA personnel.
The conduct of the event was in line with the Presidential Proclamation No 1106 s.2015 dated 20
August 2015 declaring the years 2015 to 2024 as Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS)
Decade in the Philippines, with the theme “Strengthening Civil Registration and Vital Statistics’
Digital Information: The Ways to Manage the New Normal,” directed towards the universal civil
registration of vital events to ensure the production of accurate, complete and timely vital
statistics.

DeCAP (Decentralized Copy
Annotation Project)

70
Total DeCAP Documents 

CRASM (Certificate of Registration of
Authority to Solemnize Marriage)

9
Total CRASM Applicants

2021  DVSS Preliminary Data
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Siquijor PSO participated in other Civil Registration related activities such as being the
Resource Person in various lectures initiated by the Local Government Unit of Siquijor.

And assisted during the “Kasalan Ng Bayan” held at Siquijor Capital Square in 8 December .

Meanwhile, Siquijor being a small island province with six (6) municipalities was proud to have
one (1) LCRO who was among the Top National Awardees for the year 2020. The LCRO of
Siquijor, Siquijor headed by MCR Fernando Jose A. Pescante, Jr. bagged the 5th Place in the
Medium Category and was recognized as one of the Hall of Fame awardees being a
consistent awardee.
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     The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office (PSO) despite
the threat of COVID-19 pandemic still pushed the conduct of a face to face activity of the 2021
Mid-Year Performance Review. This is a regular undertaking of the office which aimed to assess
on the performance and unmet targets for the first semester. On her welcome address, the Chief
Statistical Specialist emphasized the key to improve one’s performance in particular and the
office in general, could only be achieved through dedication, commitment and hard work.
Furthermore, she also emphasized that timeline should be strictly observed and Field Awards as
the guiding hand book be religiously followed. 

     The activity was held on 22 to 23 July at a hotel in San Juan, Siquijor. The session was
participated by regular staff and Contract of Service Workers (COSWs) who greatly helped and
contributed in the monthly, quarterly and semi-annual submission of reports.
     The serenity and ambiance of the chosen venue was apt for exclusivity, right place for
discussion and discernment of good ideas. Moreover, the place was very safe and conducive to
learning. With the threat of corona virus, minimum health standard and safety protocols are
strictly followed as per guidelines from the Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) of Siquijor province.
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     With the current threat of
COVID-19 pandemic,
Philippine Statistics Authority -
Siquijor Provincial Statistical
Office (PSO) conducted a
workshop on work load
analysis to effectively improve
manpower productivity and
timeliness from strategic
analysis to implementation.

 Held in 20 March,
participants included all
regular staff and contract of
service workers (COSWs) of
the PSO. Though face-to-
face activity is a big
challenge nowadays, hence 
 minimum health and safety
protocol was strictly
followed.

    Chief Statistical Specialist Aurelia M.
Canda also added that the activity will
ensure reduction of stress levels at work and
allow them to concentrate on the tasks
providing better quality of work and beating
deadlines. 

The one-day activity was carried out to equip the
staff in identifying more efficient ways of working,
aimed at boosting performance, management
outcomes and accomplishing tasks on time.
 In his welcome message, Statistical Specialist II
Joselito C. Maghanoy highlighted the
significance of assessing an employee's
workload through learning to allocate one's time
to the right tasks and assigning specific time
slots to tasks according to its importance.
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     An examinations for Statistical
Researcher applicants last 22
March at PSA-Provincial Statistical
Office, Siquijor Business and
Convention Center, Poblacion,
Siquijor was conducted to ensure
consistency and compliance in the
recruitment process, the applicants
shall take examinations and come
for an interview after screening of
their application documents. The
office has the pool of candidates for
Statistical Researchers (SRs) that
can be easily recalled whenever
there are surveys that need to hire
them. 
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        A lecture entitled “The Importance of Emotional Wellness in the Midst of Adversity”  in
collaboration with the Philippine Mental Health Association, Dumaguete Chapter was held in 16
November via face-to-face and virtual platforms . In attendance were the regular employees
and contract of service workers (COSW) of Siquijor PSO together with the Statistical
Researchers of the Agricultural Statistics Surveys. The lecture aimed to understand mental
health and its importance to one’s life, determine how stress affects one’s overall well-being
and provide tips on how to take care of one’s mental well-being.

      Ms. Jude Mae B. Piñero,
RPsy, RPm, the speaker from
Philippine Mental Health
Association, Dumaguete
Chapter shared the strategies
to have a sound mental health
as well as on how to positively
respond to stress. She
concluded the lecture with a
message, “If you continue to
feel stressed and unable to
cope, consult with a mental
health professional who can
help learn ways on how to
manage stress more
effectively”.
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         The bibliography of some influential women in history with exceptional achievements
in our society was also displayed. Moreover, every Monday’s flag raising ceremony the
Pambansang Awit which showcases prominent filipino women was played for the whole
month of March.
      Some on-line advocacies initiated by National Women’s Commission (NWC) like
webinar were disseminated to PSA employees and schedule was also posted in the
bulletin board.

       In line with the month-long celebration of the National Women’s Month (NWM), PSA
Siquijor Provincial Statistical Office (PSO) lined up some activities to boost the importance
and the values of women in our society and empowering them especially in their
workplace. This year NWM celebration gives emphasis on the role of women in this difficult
situation brought by the COVID-19 pandemic and this is reflected in the theme “Juana
Laban sa Pandemya: Kaya!” with a tagline “We Make Change Work for Women”. One of
the activities as part of the information dissemination campaign for this celebration is the
hanging of streamer at the office premises.  A display of books, leaflets, memorandum and
other information sheets were also done. The history on observing women’s month, the
different laws, memorandum, Presidential proclamation and the likes were posted to the
designated bulletin board in the office.    

The NSM streamer beeing displayed at the front of PSA Siquijor
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Display of the biography of some
prominent and influential women in history. Display of books and leaflets



     Mr. Ympal is also a competency assessor
and TVET accredited trainer on organic
agriculture. After the lecture, actual
demonstration was done especially on
making organic fertilizer, preparation of the
backyard garden and the installation of
dextrose farming concept for vegetable
plants.

     Second part of the culmination was a
dissemination forum on women’s statistics
given by SS II Joselito C. Maghanoy. The
speaker shared topics on women’s
empowerment and violence against women,
a result from the 2017 National
Demographic and Health Survey (NDHS). 
The activity was participated by the regular
employees, CPH/Philsys COSWs and the
AgStat Statistical Researchers of PSA
Siquijor PO. 

     The culminating activity of the 2021 NWM celebration of PSA Siquijor PSO was highlighted
with a lecture on backyard gardening, dextrose farming and dissemination forum on women’s
statistics in 26 March at Elnard’s Integrated Farm in Barangay Candura, San Juan, Siquijor.
The owner, Mr. Elnard S. Ympal, was the resource speaker and demonstrator of the lectures.
The said farm is accredited by TESDA as farm school for those who would like to enroll organic
agriculture and farming for NC II accreditation.
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Mr. Elnard Ympal shows the different crops and
vegetables that can be planted in backyard gardening.

Mr. Elnard Ympal demonstrates on how to apply
dextrose farming in backyard gardening.
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                                                                                                                    2021                      2020
 ASSETS   
           Current Assets   
                  Cash and Cash Equivalents                                                  382,149.00           380,225.53 
                  Receivables                                                                                          -                 5,000.00 
                  Inventories                                                                             219,401.90           209,962.54 
                  Other Assets                                                                          130,258.29                  511.44 
                  Total Current Assets                                                           731,809.19            595,699.51 
           Non-Current Assets   
  
                   Property, Plant and Equipment                                           1,029,083.29           841,820.10
  
                   Total Non-Current Assets                                                1,029,083.29            841,820.10

TOTAL ASSETS                                                                                   1,760,892.48          1,437,519.61 
LIABILITIES   
           Current Liabilities   
                    Inter-Agency Payables                                                           86,209.02              96,585.37
                    Total Current Liabilities                                                           86,209.02              96,585.37
                    TOTAL LIABILITIES                                                              86,209.02               96,585.37

Total Assets Less Total Liabilities                                                      1,674,683.46        1,340,934.24 
NET ASSETS/EQUITY   
 
           Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit)                                                      1,674,683.46       1,340,934.24 
Total Net Assets/Equity                                                                         1,674,683.46       1,340,934.24 

     The statement of financial position has shown that total assets has increased to 1.7M
in 2021 from 1.4M in 2020. Meanwhile, total liabilities have decreased to 86T in 2021 from
96T in 2020. The changes in the net assets/equity resulted in an increase of 333T which is
24% higher than last year. 
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                                                                                                                           2021                      2020
 Revenue   
                  Service Income                                                           
                          Registration Fees                                                                    4,500.00                2,000.00 
                  Total Service Income                                                                    4,500.00                2,000.00        
                 
                  Business Income                                                           
                          Other Business Income                                                        ________           ____750.00 
                  Total Business Income                                                                           -                      750.00 
  
 Total Revenue                                                                                                 4,500.00                2,750.00 
  
 Less: Current Operating Expenses  
                   Personnel Services                                                                  3,307,150.23          3,743,963.35 
                   Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses                          9,134,243.77          7,506,856.71 
                   Non-Cash Expenses                                                                   210,620.22             200,433.88 
                   Total Current Operating Expenses                                     14,341,072.35        13,057,278.94

Surplus (Deficit) from Current Operations                                            (14,336,572.35)      (13,054,528.94)
                  Financial Assistance/Subsidy from NGAs, LGUs, GOCCs       14,477,651.40       13,121,803.00
                  Losses                                                                                                                          (47,735.09)

Surplus (Deficit) for the period                                                                     141,079.05              19,538.97  

     Service income has increased by 64% (1,750.00) which is primarily due to increase in
collection from CRASM. Meanwhile, subsidy from national government has increased from
13.1M in 2020 to 14.4M in 2021 which yields a 9% increase. At year end, a 'surplus of
141T for 2021 and 19T for 2020 has been recorded.
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    PSA Siquijor has updated and maintained the PSO Library during the year, kept in good
condition, now in its new cabinet bookshelves and ensuring that the physical collection is easily
accessible to the patrons and clients. It is located at the third floor of the office building right at
the entrance.
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69,139
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AURELIA M. CANDA
Chief Statistical Specialist
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

JOSELITO C. MAGHANOY
Supervising Statistical Specialist

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

JILL BERNADETTE C. ABING
Statistical Specialist II
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

ERIC L. BALIOS
Statistical Specialist II

 3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor
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LORLYN O. ANGOT
Accountant I

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

ROSARIO S. ATAY
Statistical Analyst
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

RIZALYN TEODORA G. POSTRADO
Registration Officer II
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

BETSY PEARL A. ACHAY
Administrative Officer I

 3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor
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JAY B. CABARON
Assistant Statistician

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

JHON LLOYD A. DAGOHOY
Administrative Aide VI
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

ANTHONY L. ONTOLAN
Registration Officer I
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

JOHN CLAUDE DAG-UMAN
Focal Person (PhilSys) - COSW

 3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor
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DEAN ALESTER J. MALOLOT
Information Systems Analyst I (PhilSys) - COSW
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor
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GEM S. DANDOY
Statistical Specialist- COSW

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

GILBERT S. BARORO
Administrative Aide IV (Liaison Aide) -COSW
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

MARY JANE A. CALIBO
Administrative Aide/Statistical Clerk (PhilSys) -COSW

 3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor



DIANA ROSE  J. BALONGAG
Unisys Associate

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor
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KERMITH O. PATAGOC
Administrative Aide IV (Driver) - COSW
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

Administrative Aide II (Utility) -COSW
3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor

MYNARD P. FLORES

JURY R. LUBGUBAN JR.
Administrative Aide IV (PhilSys) - COSW

3/F Siquijor Business and Convention 
Center, Poblacion, Siquijor, Siquijor



ASPBI
BAS
BLPS
CAPI
CDSPDP
CLPS
COSW
CPH
CPI
CPS
CRM
CrPS
CSS
DA
DENR
DOLE
EcoA
FIES
FPS
FRC
LCR
LGU
LFS
LMFLC
MOA
NEDA
NCCRVS
NSCB
NSO
NWM
PCC
PCPS
PCSS
Philsys
PPA
PPS
PRC
PRT
PSC
PSO

Annual Survey of Philippine Business and Industry
Bureau of Agricultural Statistics
Backyard Livestock and Poultry Survey
Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing
Compilation of Data from Slaughterhouses and Poultry Dressing Plants
Commercial Livestock and Poultry Survey
Contract of Service Worker
Census of Population and Housing
Consumer Price Index
Corn Production Survey
Civil Registration Month
Crops Production Survey
Chief Statistical Specialist
Department of Agriculture
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Department of Labor and Employment
Economic Areas
Family Income and Expenditure Survey
Farm Prices Survey
Fixed Registration Center
Local Civil Registrar
Local Government Unit
Labor Force Survey
Listing of Marine Fish Landing Centers
Memorandum of Agreement
National Economic and Development Authority
National Convention on Civil Registration and Vital Statistics
National Statistical Coordination Board
National Statistics Office
National Women's Month
Philippine Competition Commission
Palay and Corn Production Survey
Palay and Corn Stock Survey
Philippine Identification System
Provincial Product Accounts
Palay Production Survey
Philippine Red Cross
Philsys Registration Center
Provincial Statistical Committee
Provincial Statistical Office

Acronyms and Abbreviations
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RC
QaQS
QMS
QMFS
QSPBI
SR
SKI
SOF
STEP
ULE

Registration Center
Quarterly Aquaculture Survey
Quality Management System
Quarterly Municipal Fisheries Surveys
Quarterly Survey of Philippine Business and Industry
Statistical Researcher
Survey of Key Informants
Survey on Overseas Filipinos
Survey of Tourism Establishments in the Philippines
Updating of the List of Establishments

Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Lead Adviser Aurelia M. Canda

Advisers
Jill Bernadette C. Abing
Joselito C. Maghanoy

Overall
Coordinator

Aurelia M. Canda

Editors
Jill Bernadette C. Abing
Lorlyn O. Angot

Contributors

Joselito C. Maghanoy
Eric L. Balios
Rizalyn Teodora G. Postrado
Rosario S. Atay
Betsy Pearl A. Achay
Anthony L. Ontolan
Gilbert S. Baroro
John Claude Dag-uman
Gem S. Dandoy
Mary Jane A. Calibo
Jhon Lloyd A. Dagohoy
Diana Rose J Balongag

Layout Artist Dean Alester J. Malolot
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